
    
      

THE STRATEGY GAME OF TIPS AND TURNS



HOW TO WIN
Be the first player to remove all 4 of your blocks from the board.

REMOVING BLOCKS
A block may be removed from the board when it is rolled star-side-up 
onto the star space at the opposite side of the board. (See Star Movement 
on page 3 for more details).

GAME SET-UP
Begin the game by rolling your opponent’s blocks on a flat surface to  
determine which symbols will start face-up. (If a block lands on its edge,  
roll it again.) Place your opponent’s  
blocks in the spaces diagonal  
from their home star (see  
diagram at right). You may place  
the blocks in any space and  
orientation that you wish as long  
as the symbols you rolled remain  
face-up. 

The youngest player goes first.  
If you and your opponent have  
recently played Deblockle, the  
player who won the previous  
game may go first, even if they  
aren’t the youngest.



MOVEMENT
On each turn. a player will move in two steps:

STEP ONE: ROLL
To begin each turn, roll one of  
your blocks into any adjacent  
open space. You may not roll  
diagonally, and you may not  
roll into a star space.
 

STEP TWO: HOP
After rolling, you must hop  
that same block according to  
the symbol that lands face-up  
after the roll. You may only  
hop onto open spaces.



BLOCK SYMBOLS

STAR
The Star symbol may 
NOT be rolled face-up 
anywhere on the board
except onto the star 
space at the opposite 
side of the board.  
 
When the star is rolled 
onto the star space at 
the opposite side of  
the board from where  
it started, it is then taken 
off the board.

STOP
If the Stop is rolled face 
up, the turn is over and 
the block does not hop
to any other spaces.

CROSS  
When the Cross is rolled 
face-up, the block hops 
one space in any vertical 
or horizontal direction.



X
When the X is rolled
face-up, the block  
hops one space in any 
diagonal direction.

SLIDER
When the Slider is  
rolled face-up, it must 
slide in any vertical or 
horizontal direction  
until it is stopped by 
another block or the 
edge of the board. 

The block MUST slide
at least one space. (i.e.,
it cannot be rolled up
against the edge of the
board and stop there.)

HOOPS  
When the Hoops are
rolled face-up, the  
block may hop in 
any combination of 3 
horizontal or vertical 
steps. The block may 
even hop back to a 
space it has previously 
occupied.



STAR SPACES
There are two star spaces on the  
board marked by a golden star.  
Each player starts with their blocks  
in the 4 spaces diagonal from their  
home star. Players must move their  
blocks across the board and into  
their opponent’s home star space.

No block may be rolled into any  
star space, unless it is being rolled  
starside-up onto the opponent’s  
home star space (at which point it  
is removed from the board).

 
 

DEBLOCKLE’D
It is possible to prevent a player from moving by using your blocks and 
the edges of the board in such a way that they are trapped. When this 
happens, the player who is not blocked (Deblockle’d) may continue  
taking turns (and removing blocks from the board) until their opponent 
has been freed.



GAME PLAY VARIATIONS

USING LESS BLOCKS
Deblockle can be played with 1, 2, 3 or 4 blocks without any changes 
to the rules. If two opponents are un-evenly matched, one player might 
start with fewer blocks to balance the game. You may use the suggested 
starting positions below when using less than 4 blocks or you may  
experiment with your own starting configurations.

Set-up rules are the same as they would be for a regular game.

NO SIDE-BY-SIDE BLOCKS
To add an extra challenge to the game, another rule may be added  
that prohibits blocks from ending a turn in a space adjacent to an  
opponent’s block. A player may have their own blocks sitting side-by-side, 
but players cannot end their turn with any of their blocks touching an 
opponent’s block. Sitting diagonally from an opponent is allowed.



QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

• Be the first player to remove all 4 of your blocks from the board. 

• To remove a block from the board, it must be tipped star-side-up onto the  
 star space opposite from where it started. 

• Turns happen in two steps - a roll into an adjacent space, and then a hop  
 according to the symbol that landed face-up after the roll.

STAR  
Only rolls face-up  
when tipped into  

a star space.

CROSS  
Hop one space in  
any horizontal or  
vertical direction.

SLIDER  
Slide all the way in either 

a vertical or horizontal 
direction until stopped.

STOP 
Turn stops once
the Stop symbol  

rolls face-up.

X  
Hop one space  
in any diagonal  

direction.

HOOPS  
Hop in any combination 
of 3 spaces going in a 
vertical or horizontal 

direction.


